Sub: TECHNICAL EDUCATION – Short - Term Courses for Technical Teachers to be conducted at NITTTR, Chennai - January 2020 - Reg.

Ref: Lr. No. CCD/PRO/FDP/Jan-2020/ 2020-21, Dt:13-12-2019 received through mail from the Director, National Institute of Technical Teachers Training and Research (NITTTR), Chennai.

While enclosing the letter cited in the reference, the Principals of all Government Polytechnics are informed to nominate the interested faculty for short-term courses (course wise) and send the nominations of the Regular faculty to this office, two weeks in advance to take further action in the matter.

The Principals are further informed to ensure the following before nominating the faculty.

1) The faculty is in need of training programmes for CAS.
2) They have not undergone the same so far.
3) They have not undergone any other Training Programme in this Semester (i.e., faculty is permitted to undergo only one Training Programme in one Semester).

They can send the nominations to mail ID: adtrg.ts@gmail.com two weeks in advance in order to submit the same to the Director, NITTTR, Chennai/ECB/ECH/ECK/ECV at least One Week in advance.

(This has the approval of the Commissioner of Technical Education, Telangana)

File No.CTE-TP/TRNG/112/2019-TPS

To,
The Principals of Government Polytechnics under the control of this Department of Telangana State.
Copy to the Secretary, SBTET, T.S., Hyderabad for information.